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i/ Victor Horsley
This special number of our Journal deals with

many aspects of disease of the central nervous
system and includes articles by some of the
leading authorities of the day on pathology,
diagnosis, and treatment in cases of cerebral
tumour.
To such a symposium the Editorial Committee

felt that the accompanying portrait of Sir Victor
Horsley would be an appropriate adornment. It
is well that in our studies of the achievement of
the neurosurgeons of today we should sometimes
pause to look back upon the pioneer work of those
who, with a vision which penetrated far beyond
that of their contemporaries, laid the foundations
upon which our modem work has been built.
The genesis and development of his experi-

mental work are well known to all serious students
of neurology and need no recapitulation here;
wNhat are, perhaps, not so well known to the

present generation are Horsley's personal en-
thusiasm for his research, and his burning passion
for right, as he saw it. It was these qualities which
inspired him in his achievement, though at times
they inevitably led him into the fiercest conflict
with many whose more cautious natures led them
to adopt a less dynamic attitude to evils of the day
of which he was intolerant, and into the solution
of which he would fling himself with a zeal which
not infrequently out-ran discretion.
Such a passion in great men, though it often

brings enmity in its train, may nevertheless be the
very fount of their activity and the real source of
much of the critical work of later generations,
which, but for this passion that inspired their
forebeais, might never have seen the light. It is in
the spirit of admiration for that we salute the
memory of the great pioneer of neurosurgery
whose picture we here reproduce.

MAURICE DAVIDSON

I-\Aeurological ATu,nber
The popularity of our last neurological number

(published in I939) and the length of time that
has passed since it appeared, seem to be adequate
reasons for the subject matter of this issue.
Of the various subdivisions into which the

physician's and the surgeon's work tends to be
grouped, neurology seems to be one of the most
inevitable, and some degree of specialism in it
essential. The extent of its detail would seem to
force this upon the physicians, whilst the neuro-
surgeon's field has been made very much his own
by a host of elaborate diagnostic procedures and
special techniques, a very necessary restriction on
tempo, and the great need for experienced judg-
ment in so vital a sphere.

Disease, however, has no respect for man-made
boundaries. None of us can afford to be un-
acquainted with the salient points of specialities
other than our own. Neurological problems quite
often face each one of us and that must be a large
part of our apology for this small group of articles,
designed, as they are, as part of an informative
bridge between the neurologists and their pro-
fessior.al colleagues.

The degenerative diseases of the central ner-
vous system and the agenesias have always loomed
largely across the neurological field. The brilliant
clinical descriptions of these conditions which
were made in the second half of last century have
not been surpassed, nor has our knowledge of their
fundamentals or our therapy of their victims ad-
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vanced much since then. With the age-old
human tendency to focus attention on problems
as yet unsolved we are inclined to forget that the
field of neurology, like that of most of medicine,
gives cause for gratitude and even for amazement
at the achievements of the first half of this century.
Even cerebral tumours, though all too often still a
death warrant, are more frequently capable of
effective removal than was possible less than half
a century ago. Professor Jefferson's article and
that of Mr. Pennybacker throw a fascinating light
on what can be done in two of the cerebral fields.
Mr. Nissen and Mr. McKissock show how in-
genuity, skill, patience and optimism can wrench
victory out of seeming defeat. These valiant sur-
gical efforts have been greatly helped by the
classical work of Cushing to which Professor
Russell makes frequent reference in her pithy and
eminently practical summary of tumour pathology.
But she adds personal illumination in many
places, particularly among the gliomata, based on
an experience of neoplasms of the central nervous
system that must now be the equal of that of any
neuropathologist in our Commonwealth. By such
workers as these are the great pyramids of neur-
ology being erected stone by stone. We must also
never forget that the matrix of neurology is ever
being strengthened and consolidated by sound
clinical 'work with patient observation and the
steady cultivation ofjudgment. British neurology,
we hope, is not surpassed in this.
More intriguing, perhaps, are the diagnostic

advances of which cerebral angiography is one of
the most striking of the past two decades. In
Britain generally its use has not yet become as
widespread as, for example, in Scandinavia or the
U.S.A., where in some neurological clinics it has
largely replaced cerebral air studies. This is due
in part to the retarding effects here of the war and
possibly in part to a natural conservatism. Dr.
Bull, however, has an extensive experience of it
and his article gives an excellent outline of its
possibilities. Any method of investigation such as
this may yield great dividends when pursued with
skill and diligence. Air studies, for example, in

the hands of a Lindgren appear to yield up in-
credible secrets in the manner of the trackless
Australian bush when scrutinized by aboriginal
eyes. The ultimate place angiography will fill in
diagnosis remains to be seen; its development has
been fascinating.
The truly dramatic developments in neurology

in the past two decades, however, have come in the
realms of psychosurgery and of bacterial infection.
That electric convulsant therapy, leucotomy and
insulin therapy are now producing what would
have been sheer miracles even IS years ago we take
almost for granted. These treatments, like the
electroencephalogram, have narrowed the gap be-
tween the ' organic' and the ' functional' that
our ignorance has hitherto seemed to impose on
our views. To those who thrill to the mystery of
man's origin, nature and destiny, they are a source
of growing light and excitement. The existence
of extra-sensory perception is now an established
scientific fact. What revelation does the near
future hold for further exploration of the mind ?
The cential nervous system perhaps more than

any other part of the body has reaped benefits from
the sulphonamides and the antibiotics. Bacterial
invasion of the brain, except by syphilis, almost
always meant death 20 years ago. Today even
victims of tuberculous meningitis walk into our
clinical meetings to demonstrate their fitness after
rescue by streptomycin. The majority of cases of
coccal meningitis in hospital cost us little anxietv.
We hardly dared dream of such a state20 years ago.

All this gives us hope for the struggle against that
last unconquered horde of invaders-the viruses.
That the battle has been joined none who read
Professor Sabin's impressive and comprehensive
survey in this issue can doubt. It is in the U.S.A.
that most of the research is now being done, and
of the workers there Professor Sabin is in the verv
forefront. If the immediate future is to repeat the
triumphs of the recent past we may even hope to
see poliomyelitis robbed of its terror and en-
cephalitis lethargica of its capacity to create pro-
tracted misery. The prospect is enthralling.
Surely we are living medically in great days.
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